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 I want to take another look at the development of  the history of  contemporary Noh theater 

from the perspective of  the relationship between Tokyo and Kanazawa by focusing on two 

representative figures from the Meiji period that were admired as masters of  Noh theater, Kuro Hosho 

and the novelist Kyoka Izumi, a Kanazawa native. 

 

1. The Decline and Revival of Noh Theater from the Perspective of the Relationship 

between Tokyo and Kanazawa 

 Kanazawa is called a ‘town where Noh chants descend from the sky’.  The center of  Noh 

chant culture is the group of  Noh practitioners in the Kanazawa Noh Association.  The Association 

has continued to hold Noh performances once per month for the more than 110 years since its 

formation in 1901.  Before the Kanazawa Noh Association was formed, what was the situation? 

 

1-1. Tokyo 

 The practice in Edo period castle towns of  holding Noh performances by samurai families 

as ceremonial music or ritual song and dance was not restricted to Kanazawa.  However, with the 

Meiji Restoration and the collapse of  the shogunate feudal system there was no longer a need for Noh 

performances and Noh performers were forced to changed jobs or quit the profession.  Eventually, a 

key person in the Meiji imperial government named Tomomi Iwakura realized the need to revive Noh 

theater in Japan after having the experience of  observing in the West a culture of  taking foreign 

visitors to opera performances.  From that time forward, through urging by Tomomi Iwakura, 

members of  formal feudal lord families that loved Noh theater came together and the practice of  

holding Noh performances increased.  The two main figures in the revival of  Noh were Tomomi 

Iwakura and the former Kaga Domain lord Nariyasu Maeda.  On April 10, 1879 the emperor made a 

visit to the Tokyo residence of  Toshitsugu Maeda in Hongo.  Toshitsugu Maeda was the 15th head of  

the Maeda family and was a descendent of  Nariyasu’s eldest legitimate son.  At that time the Maeda 

family held a Noh performance to entertain Emperor Meiji.  The performance program included 

Kuro Hosho performing Kazuraki and Nariyasu Maeda performing Choryo.  Furthermore, Nariyasu 

Maeda performed Ataka on April 18 for the empress. 

 Tomomi Iwakura inviting and holding a Noh performance for former United States 

President Grant took place three months following the Maeda family’s performances before the 

imperial family.  Once again, Kuro Hosho made a performance, this time of  Mochizuki.  These 

events show that performances by Kuro Hosho were considered superlative guest entertainment. 

 In the Edo period the Tokugawa Shogun or other powerful figures would visit the Edo 

residences of  various clans in what were called Onari.  At that time, Noh performances were also held 

to entertain guests by bringing together first-rate performers.  This practice is called Onari Noh.  The 

tradition of  Onari Noh and the discovery of  opera are what prompted the revival of  Noh. 
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 Noh theater (Nogaku) was called Sarugaku from its start 700 years ago during the 

Nanboku-cho era until the time of  Tomomi Iwakura and Nariyasu Maeda.  It became known as 

Nogaku in 1881 after the two took a central role in the formation of  the Noh theater group Nogakusha 

and built the Nogakudo Theater in Shiba Park.  Nariyasu set up a plaque at the Nogakudo Theater 

that said Nogaku.  A duplicate of  Nariyasu’s manuscript Nogakuki that explains of  the origin of  the 

word Nogaku is preserved at the Kanazawa Tamagawa Municipal Library.  Since then Noh and Kyogen 

performers became collectively known as nogakushi. 

 Three years prior to Nariyasu Maeda’s performances for the imperial family, in 1876 

Tomomi Iwakura welcomed Emperor Meiji to his residence and performed Noh along with Noh 

professional Minoru Umewaka.  After the Meiji Restoration, many of  those that used to perform 

under the shogunate feudal system started to disperse.  The former feudal lords called kazoku did not 

simply watch and enjoy Noh performances, but played a major role in the continuation and 

preservation of  the art.  It could be said that Nariyasu Maeda led that movement.  Tomomi Iwakura 

passed away in 1883 and Nariyasu Maeda passed away in 1884.  In this way we saw a revival of  Noh 

during the second decade of  the Meiji period. 

 

1-2. Kanazawa 

 On the other hand, what was the situation of  Noh in the provinces?  Let us track the 

developments by taking the example of  Kanazawa.  During the Edo period the Kaga Domain 

employed a large number of  Noh performers.  Due to effects from the Meiji Restoration, the 

full-time oteyakusha Noh performers once employed by the feudal lords were in dire straits. 

 The oteyakusha living in Edo at the time of  the Meiji Restoration in 1868 were ordered by the 

Kaga clan to relocate to Kanazawa.  At that time, Kyoka Izumi’s grandfather on his mother’s side, 

Manzaburo Nakada of  the Kadono tradition of  otsuzumi drummers, also relocated his whole family to 

Kanazawa.  Although the Nakada family remained in Kanazawa and strove to preserve the art of  

Noh, others who relocated to Kanazawa could not make a living and left in droves.  Manzaburo 

passed away in 1881, his son Sonosuke passed away in 1877, and his daughter Suzu (Kyoka’s mother) 

passed away in 1882.  In addition, another of  Nakada’s sons, Kintaro, was adopted by the Matsumoto 

family of  the Hosho tradition and following the Meiji Restoration relocated to Shizuoka on orders 

from the former Shogun Yoshinobu Tokugawa along with families of  the Kanze tradition.  Kintaro 

would eventually move to Tokyo and help Kuro Hosho in making the Hosho tradition prosper. 

 The Kaga clan employed a branch of  the Hosho tradition as Edo oteyakusha.  Although 

Kuro Hosho had been the grand master of  the Hosho tradition, the Kanazawa branch went to Edo 

and Yasunosuke Nomura (who had become Kuro Hosho’s apprentice) succeeded as grand master in 

1868.  After Yasunosuke returned to Kanazwa in 1873, Noh was in a period of  decline and he had 

few opportunities to perform, so he moved around to various places working as a tax collection 
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bureaucrat.  The revival of  Noh would not take place until the fourth decade of  the Meiji period. 

 Gonbei Takeda, the head oteyakusha of  the Kaga clan living in Kyoto who was the seventh 

head of  a branch of  the high-ranking Konparu family passed away in 1878 ending a long line of  

oteyakusha artistic traditions. 

 Additionally, Morohashi and Namiyoshi were two head oteyakusha families that lived in 

Kanazawa, but Kosetsu Namiyoshi passed away in 1885, and his son Jinjiro Namiyoshi moved to 

Tokyo in 1886. 

 In this way, the oteyakusha employed by the Kaga clan passed away, moved to Tokyo, or 

otherwise disappeared from Kanazawa’s Noh stages.  The Noh stages in built in Kanazawa in June of  

1878 at the Kanazawa Kangyo Museum and Oyama Shrine actually predate the Nogakudo built in 

Shiba Park in Tokyo.  Although there was a Noh revival, many of  the performers once employed by 

the Kaga clan were gone.  It was not until the second half  the second decade of  the Meiji period that 

Kichinosuke Sano, Sairoku Kotake, and other students of  Morohashi and Namiyoshi came to the 

forefront of  a new generation of  Noh performers. 

 There appears to be a gap in the Kaga Hosho tradition between the second and third 

decades of  the Meiji period.  A new type of  Noh and Kyogen called Imayo extended its influence and 

filled this void. 

 

2. Noh Folklore in and around Kanazawa and Mt. Utatsu 

 Ataka, the Noh play that Nariyasu Maeda performed for the empress, is set in Ataka in what 

is now Ishikawa’s Komatsu City, which was a checkpoint that is said to have been established by the 

Togashi shugo military governor.  Ataka is a story of  how Benkei and his lord Yoshitsune Minamoto 

snuck through the Ataka checkpoint together.  After slipping through the Ataka checkpoint, the two 

took a break on a mountain.  It is thought that this mountain is Kanazawa’s Mt. Kasuga.  Before 

arriving at Mt. Kasuga, it has been handed down that the two hung the clothes that they were wearing 

on single Mt. Utatsu pine tree.  The novels of  Kyoka Izumi also often feature a Mt. Utatsu pine tree. 

 Furthermore, there is the Narihira well crib located on the grounds of  the three shrines of  

Mt. Utatsu.  This Narihira well crib is the one featured in Zeami’s masterpiece Izutsu.  The Narihira 

well crib was originally located at the Ariwara Temple located in Yamato Province, but it is said that it 

was purchased by a wealthy merchant and moved to three or four different places before ending up in 

Kaga Province as an offering to the gods when Mt. Utatsu was developed. 

 

3. Links between Kaga Hosho and Shisetsu Hosho, Kuro Hosho, and Kuro Hosho’s Son 

 Kuro Tomoharu Hosho, the 16th grand master of  the Hosho tradition, was born in 1837 as 

the second son of  the 15th grand master, Yagoro Tomoyuki Hosho.  Since Kuro’s older brother died 

prematurely, Kuro became heir.  Kuro’s childhood name was Ishinosuke.  Kuro first took the stage 
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in his sixth year in 1842 and started working at the Edo Castle stage.  In 1848, the 15th grand master 

Tomoyuki Hosho received approval from the Shogunate and conducted a 15-day fair weather kanjin 

Noh performance of  a lifetime, the celebrated Koka era kanjin Noh performance.  12-year old 

Ishinosuke’s name appears a number of  times in that performance’s program.  In total, Ishinosuke 

performed 15 times.  With Tomoharu at the center, the Hosho troupe went all out to make a 

momentous event.  Ishinosuke had already begun taking responsibilities in his future role as grand 

master. 

 After that in 1853, Tomoyuki passed on the familial responsibilities to Ishinosuke, retired, 

and took on the name of  Shisetu.  Ishinosuke performed at the imperial confirmation Noh 

performance for the next and 13th Shogun, Iesada Tokugawa.  Within that same year he became the 

16th grand master of  the Hosho tradition.  In 1858, Ishinosuke performed at the imperial 

confirmation Noh performance for the 14th Shogun, Iemochi Tokugawa.  Ishinosuke’s employment 

at performances at Edo Castle ended in December 1861 with a performance of Dojoji.  After that, the 

situation at the end of  the Edo period precluded Noh performances, and Ishinosuke was not blessed 

with another opportunity to be on stage for some time.  Since he was in his 25th year in the first year 

of  the Bunkyu era and was in his 32nd year for the first year of  the Meiji period, you could say that 

Kuro Hosho spent the first half  of  his life in the Edo period as the Hosho grand master of  Edo 

Castle. 

 After nine years of  retirement, in 1862 Shisetsu Hosho along with his wife and daughter 

appeared in Kanazawa.  The paperwork for the visit to Kanazawa was submitted by Kanazawa 

oteyakusha Kumon Namiyoshi (passed away in 1885 as Kosetsu Namiyoshi).  Shisetsu Hosho 

remained in Kanazawa for more than one year and his life ended at the age of  65 on July 14, 1863.  

Namiyoshi took care of  him during his stay.  There is a stone monument that erected where it is 

believed that the Shisetsu family stayed at Tendo Temple on the banks of  the Asano River (currently 

Asanogawa Inari Shrine) that states ‘Here Shisetsu Hosho spent his final days’.  His final resting place 

is Zensho Temple in the Higashiyama district of  Kanazawa. 

 At this point I would like to talk about the story of  Shisetsu Hosho leaving the capital for 

Kanazawa from two perspectives.  One is that the Shisetsu Hosho family came to Kanazawa before 

the Edo oteyakusha relocated there in 1868.  The oteyakusha relocated to Kanazawa at the order of  

the Kaga clan.  The Shisetsu Hosho family left the capital of  Edo for Kanazawa due to personal 

reasons likely linked to disagreements between father and son.  Looking at the two groups reminds 

me of  the 1898 novel written by Kyoka Izumi entitled Oizuruzoshi.  In Oizuruzoshi, after hearing in 

1865 that Edo had become a battleground, Kinnojo Konparu, an otsuzumi drummer of  the Konparu 

school, leaves the capital with his family for a 600,000 koku castle town.  As an overview, although 

Kinnojo uses the Konparu name, he is not the head of  the Konparu school.  It could be said that the 

Kinnojo Konparu family was imagined by combining the Denzo Konparu branch family of  the head 
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Saburoemon Konparu family of  the Konparu school of  otsuzumi drumming with Kyoka’s own 

mother’s family, the Manzaburo Nakada family of  the Kadono school. 

 The other perspective is from how the people of  Kanazawa reacted to the Hosho grand 

master Shisetsu Hosho spending his final days and passing away in Kanazawa.  Since he spent just 

over a year in Kanazawa and was afflicted with an illness, it is thought that it was difficult for him to 

even take the stage or train anyone.  However, although he was on his sickbed, it is possible he 

instructed Kumon Namiyoshi and his associates since there is an oral tradition that says that he did so.  

In 1886, Kumon Namiyoshi’s son Jinjiro Namiyoshi moved to the capital.  He spoke publically and 

there are records about the relationship between the Namiyoshi family and the Shisetsu Hosho family 

at the time when Shisetsu left the capital and was residing in Kanazawa.  The first is an article from 

1897 when he was interviewed by the Hokkoku Newspaper when he returned to Kanazawa on the 

13th anniversary of  Kumon’s death.  The second is an article penned by Jinjiro for the magazine 

Nogaku Gaho titled ‘The Grand Master’s Flesh and Blood’ that was written for the memorial special 

edition ‘Master Kuro Hosho’ upon Kuro’s death in 1917.  I will now delve into the interview article. 

 It is important to note that the first half  of  the article contains the first use in the literature 

of  the term ‘Kaga Hosho’.  Jinjiro Namiyoshi thought that term originated from when Nariyasu 

Maeda called Noh ‘Kaga Hosho’ when he was lord of  the Kaga domain and that Kaga Hosho was 

embodied by Nariyasu Maeda and Kumon Namiyoshi.  In the second half  of  the article, Jinjiro refers 

to Shisetsu Hosho’s involvement in Kaga Hosho as well as the conflict over Kuro Hosho’s leadership 

of  the Hosho tradition in Edo/Tokyo.  As representatives of  Hosho performers, the Namiyoshi 

family felt a sense of  pride that stemmed from the awareness that they received training from Shisetsu 

Hosho, took care of  him, and also supported Nariyasu Maeda. 

 Following Shisetsu’s death, Namiyoshi took care of  Shisetsu’s left-behind daughter Tomo, 

Kuro’s elder sister.  Tomo promised to have Kuro pass down to Namiyoshi Sagi, Shakkyo, and Renjishi.  

However, when Jinjiro went to Tokyo and asked Kuro to teach him, Kuro refused saying that doing so 

was unprecedented.  Nariyasu Maeda then got involved to orchestrate independence for the 

Namiyoshi family due to Kuro’s refusal.  However, as Kumon and Nariyasu passed away in 

succession, in the end, independence for the Namiyoshi family did not come about. 

 An April 1894 Hokkoku Newspaper article stated that Kuro Hosho and Jinjiro Namiyoshi 

had reconciled.  In August of  the same year the Sino-Japanese War began.  All of  the different 

schools of  Noh came together to raise funds for the war through holding kanjin Noh performances.  

The three representatives from the Hosho tradition were Kuro Hosho, Kintaro Matsumoto, and Jinjiro 

Namiyoshi.  Jinjiro Namiyoshi, who was meant to head Kaga Hosho, took the role of  supporting 

Tokyo’s Hosho. 
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4. Kyoka Izumi’s Teriha Kyogen, Noh Theater, and Performing Arts in the Area 

 The person who received attention before Jinijiro Namiyoshi as Kuro Hosho’s second in 

command was Kintaro Matsumoto.  Kintaro would hold regular practice Noh performances on his 

home stage, and in time Kuro Hosho began to perform there each month.  At the age of  20 and two 

years after he arrived in Tokyo, Kyoka Izumi visited Kintaro Matsumoto’s home in 1892.  In a 

postcard addressed to Kyoka Izumi’s father dated July 9, Kyoka expressed his joy at being able to meet 

his uncle Kintaro and aunt Kin Nakada.  He also writes that Kintaro is now one of  the best Hosho 

performers in Tokyo and that Kintaro has a splendid stage at his home. 

 1892 is the year in which Kyoka Izumi debuted as a novelist and is also the year that the 

house in which he was born in Shimoshin-cho in Kanazawa City burned down.  Four years later in 

1896 in his 24th year Kyoka announced his novel Teriha Kyogen.  From the end of  the Edo period 

through the first half  of  the Meiji period there were Teriha Kyogen practitioners who would modify 

Kyogen plays and perform them along with Teriha Noshi Noh practitioners who would perform Noh 

and Kyogen together as Imayo.  Teriha Noshi Jusaburo Hayashi had revived Imayo Noh and Kyogen 

across Japan and one base of  his activities was Kanazawa.  After Jusaburo Hayashi passed away in 

Kanazawa in 1883, his troupe branched into two, and the troupe run by Sukesaburo Izumi continued 

activities in Kanazawa.  Since he was a boy, Kyoka Izumi had watched the Imayo Noh and Kyogen 

plays of  Jusaburo and Sukesaburo.  Indeed, before writing a novel, Kyoka would collect information 

on troupe trends. 

 Teriha Kyogen tells the tale of  three characters, the boy protagonist Mitsugi, the older 

neighborhood woman Oyuki who lives with her stepmother, and Kochika, a woman who heads a 

troupe that holds Noh and Kyogen performances at a neighborhood sideshow.  Oyuki takes the 

motherless Mitsugi under her wing and Mitsugi adored her.  Mistugi is loved by Kochika whom he 

meets at the sideshow, is taken in, and is raised as part of  the troupe.  Eight years later the troupe 

performs in Mitsugi’s home town.  At an age on the cusp of  becoming a man, Mitsugi realizes that he 

has no role model for living his life in the all-woman troupe.  In addition, after coming back to his 

home town, he learns that Oyuki is being abused by her husband, but Mitsugi is unable to help her.  

At this point Mitsugi decides to leave both Oyuki and Kochika and strike out on his own. 

 An opinion frequently expressed about the ending of  Teriha Kyogen is that it is baffling.  

Mitsugi refuses to mature, and not only is he unable to help Oyuki, but he abandons Kochika as well.  

However, I think that Mitsugi shows that he has matured by acknowledging his inability to help Oyuki 

and by his decision to start his own life without relying on Kochika.  In addition, if  I ask myself  what 

an adult Mitsugi could have done if  he were to continue as part of  the troupe, I think that a parting of  

ways is an inevitable conclusion. 

 In order to forget his troubles, Mitsugi leaves the sideshow along with Oyuki and Kochika 

and heads towards the Mine-no-matsu pine tree on Higurashi Hill.  However, his regrets weigh heavy 
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on his mind and he stops in his tracks.  After a while, he hears the clear sound of  Noh chanting 

coming from the hill.  When he climbs the stone stairs to Higurashi Hill, he sees a ritual shimenawa 

rope tied on the mine-no-matsu pine and four to five adult men sitting on a tatami straw mat next to the 

tree reciting chants from Matsukaze.  After seeing that, Mitsugi tiptoes away from that place, goes to 

the brow of  the mountain, and screams, “I shall pass over the mountain!  I shall pay for Oyuki’s 

situation with the sadness of  leaving Kochika!” 

 The source of  the chanting was adult men.  We need to think about what this means.  

From Mitsugi’s limited experience as part of  the troupe he was unable to imagine that there were 

others who decided with grim resignation to train and follow the path of  Noh.  The stone stairs open 

Mitsugi’s eyes to the adult world of  performing arts and were the final steps towards an undiscovered 

world. 

 

5. The End of the Kuro Hosho Era and Rebirth of Kaga Hosho 

 The Kanazawa Noh Association was formed in 1901, while the Noh Association in Tokyo 

was founded in 1896.  Similarly, in Tokyo, The Hosho Association was founded in 1898, and the 

Kanze Association was founded in 1900.  In this way, in the fourth decade of  the Meiji period the 

revival of  Noh gathered momentum nationwide.  In the case of  the Kanazawa Noh Association, 

Kichinosuke Sano contributed his own private funds and built the Sano Theater in Hirosaka.  Using 

the Sano Theater, the Kanazawa Noh Association started holding regular Noh performances starting 

in 1901.  In the fourth decade of  the Meiji period and following the Sino-Japanese war, the eight 

chief  vassals of  the Kaga Clan called Kaga hakka took leading roles in politics and economics in 

Kanazawa.  1899 was the 300th anniversary of  Toshiie Maeda’s death, and the Kaga hakka advocated 

for and held a festival celebrating 300 years of  feudal lord ancestors.  As entertainment for this 

festival, Noh was performed at Oyama Shrine.  The first performance for the festival was 

Kichinosuke Sano performing Okina.  Even among the Kaga hakka, the Yokoyama family was 

particularly successful having built a zaibatsu conglomerate in mining.  The Yokoyama family became 

the largest supporter of  the Kanazawa Noh Association and liked Noh so much that they even 

constructed a Noh stage at their home. 

 Regular Noh performances held by the Kanazawa Noh Association began in September of  

1901, and Jinjiro Namiyoshi who had just taken on the professional name of  Kumon Namiyoshi came 

to perform.  At that time, the Hokkoku Newspaper stated that Namiyoshi took this opportunity to 

refer Kichinosuke Sano, Sairoku Kotake, and others to Tokyo’s Kuro Hosho and that they began 

training there.  Kichinosuke Sano resided in Tokyo and received training from Kuro Hosho from 

1902 to 1903.  Eventually, Katsuhide (Kichinosuke’s son who would take Kichinosuke as his 

professional name) also received training from Kuro Hosho beginning in 1906.  It was precisely in 

1906 that Kuro Hosho retired by performing Ataka Ennen-no-Mai for the last time.  Although he 
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would frequently appear on stage to perform suutai alone, it was a time when he no longer took the 

lead shite role in Noh performances and focused on training the next generation.  Among Katsuhide’s 

fellow trainees were Kintaro Matsumoto’s son Nagashi, Masakichi Noguchi, and Kenzo Kondo.  

They all received strict traditional training from Kuro.  Although Kichinosuke Sano was the 

apprentice of  Gonnoshin Morohashi and Sairoku Kotake the apprentice of  Kumon Namiyoshi, in this 

way those trained in the Kanazawa oteyakusha tradition of  Morohashi and Namiyoshi from the time of  

the Kaga clan could learn what level of  art was being performed by the Tokyo’s Hosho tradition by 

being trained by Kuro. 

 As exchange between Tokyo and Kanazawa increased, yet another conflict arose that 

differed from the one that arose while Nariyasu Maeda was still alive.  In Kanazawa it was the time of  

the Kaga hakka.  Especially with the success of  the Yokoyama family in mining, they deepened their 

interventions in the world of  Noh.  The Yokoyama family placed a condition on training with Kuro 

of  being fully initiated to the secrets of  the art, which greatly angered Kuro.  Furthermore, when 

Kuro decided to cut 30 compositions from the 210 within the Hosho tradition, Nariyasu’s son Toshika 

Maeda of  the former Daishoji clan angrily clashed with Kuro.  As the point of  contact between 

Tokyo and Kanazawa, it is inferred that these events worried Kichinosuke Sano. 

 However, it is not the case that Tokyo and Kanazawa were constantly in a state of  conflict.  

Indeed, in 1907, Kintaro Matsumoto came and performed at the Sano stage.  Although Kuro Hosho 

never went to Kanazawa to perform or to visit the grave of  Shisetsu Hosho, in the final years of  

Kuro’s career in 1915 and 1916, the opportunities for Kuro’s Tokyo disciples to come to Kanazawa to 

perform gradually increased. 

 Regarding Kaga Hosho performers training under Kuro and making inroads in Tokyo, we 

must pay attention to the movements of  Kanai Hosho, who inherited a branch house.  Kanai Hosho 

transferred to Kyoto and took up residence there in 1897.  Riding the nationwide Noh revival wave, 

Kanai built a foundation for a Kyoto Hosho tradition and became an independent Noh practitioner in 

1905.  In 1909, Kanai went to Tokyo and made his elementary school-aged second son Masaru an 

apprentice of  Kuro Hosho.  Kanai took over the tough performing responsibilities from the aging 

Kintaro.  Masaru began to make his mark bit by bit. 

 The firth decade of  the Meiji period was the golden age of  the Noh revival.  People who 

had amassed such reputations as the ‘three masters of  the Meiji period’ and the ‘four elders’ passed 

away with Minoru Umewaka in 1909, kotsuzumi player Kingo Misu in 1910, and then Banma Sakurama 

of  the Konparu tradition and Kuro Hosho both in 1917.  However, not only did their presence and 

the memory of  their presence strongly endure, but their era was poles apart from the decline of  Noh 

in the first half  of  the Meiji period.  Their era witnessed increased numbers of  Noh performances 

and people seeing those performances, as well as an increase in the number of  people learning Noh 

chants and music. 
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 In this golden age of  Noh, Kyoka Izumi took an affinity for Noh through performances by 

the Hosho Association and announced in 1910 his representative work on the subject of  Noh, 

Utaandon.  Taking inspiration by combining aspects of  Kuro Hosho and Kintaro Matsumoto, Kyoka 

created the character Genzaburo Onchi.  He also took inspiration for Hidenoshin Henmi (Sesso) 

from Kingo Misu, and for Genzaburo’s nephew Kida-hachi he took inspiration from Kuro’s apprentice 

Kaname Seo.   

 A symbolic performance during this golden age of  Noh was the 1910 Noh performance for 

an imperial visit to the residence of  Koshaku Maeda.  The construction of  the stage and the 

composition of  the program were conducted by Kuro Hosho.  Through connections with the Maeda 

family, it stands out that he chose performers from Kanazawa that were already active in Tokyo, such 

as flutist Tagazo Fujita, otsuzumi player Seikichi Ishida, Kyogen performer Manzo Nomura, and Yagoro 

Takashima. 

 In addition, Kichinosuke Sano also went to Tokyo from Kanazawa.  The prosperity of  

Noh in Kanazawa is shown by how the Nogaku Jiho monthly magazine was started and ran for more 

than two years.  Today it is required reading for anyone wishing to understand the history of  Kaga 

Hosho. 

 However, the golden age of  Noh did not last for long.  To put on a single Noh play 

requires as many as 20 people on stage, and several are also required for Kyogen plays.  To hold a 

day’s worth of  performances, even if  it is only one Noh play and one Kyogen play, it requires even 

more people.  There is a limit as to how many years all of  the members can remain healthy and still 

maintain a high level of  artistic skill.  Ignoring the factor of  whether Noh is supported by society or 

not, following the golden age of  Noh, the crisis of  artistic skill and familial succession came to the 

fore.  By 1917 all of  the ‘three masters of  the Meiji period’ and the ‘four elders’ had passed away.  

As for performers with links to Kanazawa, Sairoku Kotake and Takaoki Yokoyama passed away in 

1916, followed by Kichinosuke Sano in 1919, Kumon Namiyoshi and Toshika Maeda in 1920, and 

Kanai Hosho in 1921.   

 Kichinosuke Sano’s son Katsuhide followed in his footsteps, and took on his professional 

name of  Kichinosuke in 1921.  Since Kuro Hosho did not have any blood-related heirs, it seems as 

though there were many early on who were worried about who would become his successor.  While 

Kuro was still alive there was a time when Nagashi Matsumoto had been a tentative successor, but 

Nagashi later firmly declined.  In the end, right before he died, Kuro Hosho summoned Nagashi 

Matsumoto, Masakichi Noguchi, and Kanai Hosho, expressed his desire to have Kanai’s 18-year-old 

son Masaru become his heir, and it was accepted by everyone.  After Masaru’s succession, he took on 

the name Shigefusa Hosho.  In that same year in December 1917, a special Noh performance was 

held by the Kanazawa Noh Association at the Sano stage in Kanazawa featuring top performers of  the 

Hosho tradition brought from Tokyo by Shigefusa.  Furthermore, he visited Zensho temple and held 
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a memorial service for Shisetsu Hosho.  Although Kuro Hosho did not visit Shisetsu’s grave before 

he passed away, Shigefusa finally did so more than 50 years after Shisetsu’s death.   

 Since then, reconciliation between Tokyo’s Hosho and Kanazawa’s Hosho continued.  The 

number of  conservatives adhering to the characteristic style of  chanting from the Kaga clan days 

gradually declined and the influence of  the Maeda and Yokoyama families also waned.  Today there is 

no difference in the style of  chanting between Tokyo’s Hosho and Kanazawa’s Hosho. 

 The Sano stage had no roof  or walls around the stage.  Kichinosuke Sano expressed regret 

that it was not possible to perform Dojoji due to the composition of  the stage.  Before long, the 

second-generation Kichinosuke Sano built the Kanazawa Noh Theater in 1932 by enclosing the stage 

and audience seats in a large wooden structure and in the following year was able to achieve the 

long-sought goal of  performing Dojoji.  The Kanazawa Noh Theater stage was moved in 1972 from 

Hirosaka to its current location in Ishibiki.  In this way the modern history of  Noh unfolded.  It 

would please me greatly if  you were able to understand the reason why I chose to especially focus on 

Kuro Hosho and Kyoka Izumi and you were able to gain the crucial perspective of  the importance of  

people moving between Tokyo and Kanazawa. 


